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Whenever my commitment or sincerity was in doubt

as I was growing up, my mom would say, “Put your

money where your mouth is.” 

I’ll be honest: I always found that to be a strange

expression. However, there is very solid insight

within it: namely, that by observing where we

invest our resources we gain a very accurate picture

of our goals, values, and world view (i.e., our beliefs

about what is worth achieving, why, and how). 

This issue of Cutter Benchmark Review is our ninth

annual look at where your peers — from dozens of

firms around the globe — are currently putting their

(IT) money. For nearly a decade, our annual IT budget

issue has explored key questions, including: How do

organizations define the CIO’s role? What is the rela-

tionship between IT and the rest of the organization?

What are the trends, trajectories, and targets of IT

spending? What is the perception of the value created

by IT?

By looking closely at both the current year’s data and

the historical changes, we have an opportunity to gain

insight into what really matters to our survey respon-

dents, where they want to go, and how they intend to

get there. To reveal these insights, we have, as always,

the help of two very keen guides, one from the world

of research and the other from the world of industry.

Dennis A. Adams, a Cutter Senior Consultant and for-

mer professor in information sciences, returns as our

voice from academia. Dennis’s research investigating

the value of IT, business leadership, and other issues

has appeared in the most respected journals in the IT

discipline, and his annual contributions to CBR’s IT

trends and budgeting issues have always offered up

sound advice for “wise managers.” 

On the practitioner side, we welcome back Cutter

Fellow Bob Benson. Bob is another long-time Cutter

contributor to the CBR budget series and beyond, hav-

ing written more than 100 Cutter Consortium Advisors,

Executive Reports, Updates, and journal articles on busi-

ness technology strategy and IT governance. In every

piece he writes, Bob brings to bear more than 40 years

of rich academic and corporate experience.

Before we look at this year’s data and analysis in detail,

let’s roll back 11 years. In 2003, Nicholas G. Carr con-

troversially argued in Harvard Business Review that

“IT doesn’t matter.”1 He asserted then that IT was

becoming a commodity — still quite essential to per-

formance but ultimately inconsequential to strategy.

He concluded by saying:

IT management should, frankly, become boring. The
key to success, for the vast majority of companies, is
no longer to seek advantage aggressively but to manage
costs and risks meticulously. If, like many executives, you
have begun to take a more defensive posture toward IT in
the last two years, spending more frugally and thinking
more pragmatically, you are already on the right course.
The challenge will be to maintain that discipline when the
business cycle strengthens and the chorus of hype about
IT’s strategic value rises anew.

Since then, of course, we have been on multiple roller-

coaster rides. Now, at the end of 2014, we are all step-

ping off the latest ride, wobbling on shaky legs, and

hoping to restore a sense of balance soon. While IT

managers may have many words to describe the last

decade, I seriously doubt that “boring” is one of them.

Nonetheless, when I read through the contributing

articles to this installment of CBR, and closely examined

our 2014 survey data, I absolutely recognized a culture

of meticulous cost and risk management in this year’s

snapshot of the field — just as Carr described.

However, the similarity ends there. In this issue, both

Bob and Dennis explore a wide variety of ways, some

unexpected, in which IT can contribute to both the

strategic and operational goals of the enterprise. As

Dennis asserts in his article, “When there is a clear

understanding of the purpose and costs of IT services

— and how those services directly support the business

— IT becomes a critical member of the business team.”

INTRODUCTION
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Likewise, Bob (whose article’s title tips a hat to Carr),

concludes unambiguously that IT does matter, and on

many levels.

Dennis’s piece starts with a terrific story — I won’t

spoil it for you — that explores the complex relationship

between IT and business and exposes us to the really

big question: is IT ultimately a resource to be leveraged,

a cost to be controlled, or both? Dennis then observes

the fact that budgets are slowing in growth, a trend he

expects to continue. However, more interesting than the

slowdown in spending is its redirection — toward the

cloud as a platform and outsourcing as a process. These

are trends that Dennis believes will provide both oppor-

tunities and challenges for managers in days to come.

Central to his argument — which I attempted to capture

in the title of this issue (and introduction) — is the ques-

tion of “core.” What activities and competencies lie on a

firm’s critical path? Is IT ownership — and IT manage-

ment — central to this path? This theme informs the rest

of Dennis’s article as he looks at governance and the

delivery of IT services within the firm. I walked away

from the article with a sense that IT does indeed matter

to both the strategic and operational goals of the firm,

but that the ways in which we source, consume, and

exploit IT have changed radically in the last decade

since we began our annual budget series. 

In our second article, Bob explores three inter-

related issues: (1) patterns and trends in IT spending, 

(2) patterns and trends in IT governance, and (3)

patterns and trends in the perceptions of IT value. He

makes it clear that “slow and steady” and “continuity”

are values that dominate the budget mindset/landscape,

but notes smaller, more energetic local movements (e.g.,

analytics and the cloud) within this globally conserva-

tive environment. This theme of distributed, local action

informs his discussion of the positioning of IT as well,

where he observes the trend toward business unit–

centric governance and decision making. Finally,

Bob notes the interplay between the governance

process/structure, the goals of business units, and

the perceived value of IT. He concludes by arguing

for a systematic approach to answering the questions,

“Where should we spend our IT resources, and are we

getting proper value from those expenditures and

investments?”  

Or, as mom would say, is our money where our

mouth is?

ENDNOTE

1Carr, Nicholas G., “IT Doesn’t Matter.” Harvard Business Review,

May 2003.
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The CIO of a very large oil company sat down with the

senior executive team to set the IT budget for the coming

year during its annual budget meeting. His direct reports

had spent weeks preparing for this budget hearing.

Previous executive team meetings had been polite but

contentious. Members of the executive team to greater or

lesser extents believed that the costs the IT department

charged were unfairly distributed or larger than what it

could purchase in the free market. The CIO did not dis-

agree, but countered that the standards required for a

global petrochemical company were complex and the

IT department’s expertise was uniquely valuable. 

The executive team consisted of the CEO, the presidents

of each strategic business unit, as well as the VPs of

marketing and sales, R&D, HR, operations, exploration

and development, global pipeline operations and ship-

ping, and refineries. Other attendees in ex-officio capaci-

ties included legal, government affairs, and stockholder

relations. The CIO was another ex-officio member. 

The existing budgets for each unit were incremental

and centrally developed, following a strategic plan that

revolved around the price of oil, the exploration and

development of new fields, government regulation, and

company initiatives centered on being a low-cost com-

petitor in the industry. Prior to this budget meeting, the

organization viewed the operational IT budget as an

overhead expense driven by unit budgets and usage

of past fiscal years.

Difficulty arose in recognizing the value the IT depart-

ment brought to a particular unit in comparison to the

costs charged. Payroll, for example, incurred charges

based on headcount, although the total amount of the

chargeback did not cover the complete cost of perform-

ing that task. The remainder was unallocated and con-

sidered an operational cost assigned to the IT function.

Executives believed this would encourage efficiencies

within IT, allowing IT to hold on to any savings for

other initiatives over the next budget cycle. As another

example, the IT budget charged project development

costs directly to the sponsoring unit(s). For projects that

crossed multiple organizational units, the budget allo-

cated development costs as overhead across all units.

New, complex systems such as CRM implementations,

however, were problematic because the basis for allo-

cating the costs differed widely across business units.

Therefore, upon approval of new projects within each

unit, an IT steering committee composed of the CIO

and members picked by the executive team had to rank

the projects. Project budgets did not include the costs

associated with operating the project. Instead, the com-

pany allocated these costs across budgets as overhead. 

The key portion of the CIO’s budget request that year

was for a new mainframe system to support credit card

processing. The company had its own, branded credit

card and accepted other credit/debit cards for pur-

chases. This system kept track of purchases, billing,

credit authorizations, credit checks, and myriad other

business processes associated with granting credit

to customers. Due to an issue related to redlining at

another company, there was a great deal of regulatory

oversight involved. (Redlining is the practice of making

credit, loan, or insurance decisions based on where

the applicant lives and is generally believed to be a

form of discrimination.) Through the increasing busi-

ness complexities of maintaining a credit card business

within this company, the demands for better, faster,

and compliant hardware and software also grew. The

new system would cost more than US $20 million and

the IT budget would need to allocate it as an overhead

expense to all units.

AN AC ADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
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The CIO began his presentation and immediately ran

into a wall of criticism: 

n “IT is always asking for new toys.”

n “What’s wrong with what we have?”

n “Each year the budget goes up with no improvement

in service delivery.”

n “Why does pipeline engineering care about

credit cards?” 

After the comments subsided, the CIO flipped to his next

slide. It read very simply, “It is the recommendation of

the IT department that we no longer accept credit cards

at our retail locations.” The room went dead silent, until

the VP of marketing and sales exploded and replied,

“We get almost 80% of our sales from credit cards! We

can’t do that!” The room went silent again as each mem-

ber of the team realized what just happened: marketing

and sales had just bought a $20 million mainframe.

The CEO then said, “Let’s adjourn this meeting for

now. I want each of you to meet with the CIO, one-on-

one, and find out how much of his budget should be

your responsibility.” Over the next two weeks, the CIO

and various executives scrutinized the entire budget for

the company. Some IT costs were centralized and some

were distributed. They disbanded the IT steering com-

mittee and elevated allocation decisions to the executive

team. The executive team then “partialled out” some of

the CIO’s staff to the business units with dual-reporting

responsibilities and gave key parties within the busi-

ness units dotted-line reporting responsibilities to the

CIO. The team also uncovered “shadow” IT budgets —

moving them out into the open — and established new

processes for purchasing hardware and software. For

the first time, the company felt it was truly living up

to its software licensing agreements and it began a

targeted reevaluation of its vendor relationships and

hardware/software standardization. Within two years

of the “credit card mainframe” meeting, the company

was on track toward having the lowest cost of IT deliv-

ery in the industry and was widely believed to be one

of the three or four innovators in the industry.

The preceding story is true. When the company merged

with another, the state of the IT department was a key

reason for the smooth combination of the two compa-

nies. The CIO would say that the moral of the story is

that when there is a clear understanding of the purpose

and costs of IT services — and how those services

directly support the business — IT becomes a critical

member of the business team. With this story as our

backdrop, let’s dive into the results of Cutter’s ninth

annual IT budget survey. 

ARE IT BUDGETS STILL GROWING?

This year, 46% of the respondents in Cutter’s annual IT

budget survey report that their IT budgets are growing

(see Graph 1 in the Survey Data section beginning on

page 18). This is just slightly lower than the 47% from

last year’s survey. About 30% of the respondents’ bud-

gets this year are decreasing compared to 24% from last

year. As Graph 2 shows, some of the factors driving the

increase include changing business requirements (57%),

security (49%), mobility (41%), and business analytics

(35%). The previous year’s drivers included technology

renewals and compliance, neither of which are as signif-

icant this year. Factors driving the decrease in budgets

this year, as shown in Graph 3, are business demand

for decreased costs (43%), retirement of applications/

infrastructure (32%), and hardware consolidation (30%).

Surprisingly, only 16% report outsourcing this year

as opposed to 32% last year. 

It seems that IT budgets are no longer growing at the

pace we have seen in past Cutter surveys. Satisfying

pent-up demand for IT services may explain this

change; however, so too might the unease with politi-

cal, security, and economic issues across the globe.

While the survey was live, people all around the world

were watching beheadings by terrorists, discovering an

increasing number of major hacking incidents of credit,

and witnessing gridlocked governments around the

issues of border security, healthcare, and budgets.

Corporate budgets are not created in isolation but

rather are a reflection of the world in which we live.

I believe we will continue to see increasingly conser-

vative budgets in the near future as the stock markets

become ever more concerned about world events.

Some initiatives to drive costs out of budgets work

quickly. For example, headcount reductions can show

immediate cost savings (although these can be signifi-

cantly disruptive.) Others, however, can take years to

bear fruit. Last year, the major initiatives undertaken to

save money included hardware consolidation, service

management, and outsourcing (see Graph 4). This year,

AN AC ADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
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consolidation is still popular with more than 75% of the

respondents, followed by cloud computing (46%). The

rise in cloud computing to save money is striking. Last

year, it did not even place in the top three initiatives,

yet this year it is number two. In fact, for the 2014 sur-

vey, cloud computing is a more popular technique than

long-time favorite outsourcing. This may be a good

example of an investment that is starting to pay off for

companies that began looking at the technology years

ago. There can be little doubt that additional outsourc-

ing will be called for in the future; however, technol-

ogies such as cloud computing will change how and

where computing happens and outsourcing will take

on a new face. 

The Wise Manager and the IT Budget Big Picture

The wise manager must be aware of all the issues dri-

ving the business. Not only should the wise manager

focus on issues that affect price or the cost of goods

sold, but also those externalities that affect the health of

an industry: adequate labor pools, the global economy,

and the security of a safe business environment. In cre-

ating an annual budget, the wise manager takes into

consideration the cost management strategies that are

successful in the long and short run. You know the old

adage, “It takes money to make money”? Well, the wise

manager says, “It takes money to save money.” 

The wise manager who may have begun cost-saving

projects too late still has time to begin the process and,

in addition, can learn from others. He or she can attend

conferences, network with others pursuing the tech-

nique, talk with consultants, and, in general, get up to

speed quickly based on the experiences of others.

OUTSOURCING

We frequently talk about outsourcing as a mechanism

for both cutting the costs of IT services delivery as well

as a technique for encouraging the company to focus on

core competencies. Because these two mechanisms are

so dissimilar, outsourcing can often cause confusion

in implementation as well as in employee morale. As

an avenue for controlling costs, many companies will

choose to offshore work to what is euphemistically

called “low-cost geographies.” The premise is that

when a company moves work to these areas, accompa-

nied with proper management methods and training,

the quality of work will remain roughly the same as

work accomplished domestically but with lower labor

costs. There are successes and failures in the literature

of this approach. In one sense, we can think of this sort

of outsourcing as “What do we need to do, but don’t

need to ‘own’ in order to obtain value?”

On the other end of the outsourcing reasoning thought

process is the notion that if an organization can elimi-

nate as many of the overhead, redundant, or non-value-

adding activities as it can, it will be left with the core

tasks critical to the success of the company. We can

think of this sort of outsourcing as “What must we

‘own’ to obtain value?” This sourcing strategy can be

a little tricky because it asks questions that can make

senior managers a bit uneasy. For example, “Is the

process that you manage for us so critical to our success

that we need to own it?” Deciding what to own can

lead to a discussion about the corporate family jewels. 

Some companies want to “own” customer relationships,

while others are not concerned with that segment of the

business. Other companies want to manage manufac-

turing processes tightly while others are keen to off-

shore manufacturing. Still other companies are fine

with another firm providing Internet security services

while some want to do their own security. The decision

about what is important versus was is costly to keep

inhouse happens repeatedly in outsourcing decisions.

We asked our respondents to estimate what percentage

their total IT budget devotes to outsourcing. While this

may be a high-level measure, it can serve as an indica-

tor of a spending trend that potentially has long-term

implications. In general, the respondents told us that

they expect a slight upward shift in the percentage of

IT spending on outsourcing from this year to next (see

Graph 5). As tools advance to move IT service delivery

to the cloud and as security improves, we should expect

to see more interest in outsourcing supported by cloud

services.

The Wise Manager and Outsourcing

The wise manager develops and consistently applies

a set of metrics for evaluating which processes to

outsource and how to measure the success of those

outsourced tasks. The development of these metrics

is a team effort and involves not only the IT staff, but

also the customer and process owner whose services

are being evaluated. The metrics should focus not just

on cost, but also on measures of service quality. They

should be robust enough to capture changes in the
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business environment so that managers can account

for increases or decreases in service demand. These

metrics should include the impact of business dis-

ruption should those outsourced services become

unavailable. In addition, it is important to capture

all the associated costs of a process accurately in

order to compare options fairly.

A wise manager at a large energy company was part

of an outsourcing effort that looked to outsource major

parts of the IT services organization. While the evalua-

tion was taking place, he captured not only the direct

costs associated with service delivery, but also the costs

of bringing the services back into the business should

the arrangement prove to be unsatisfactory. Three years

after the agreement was in place, those calculations

proved very important to the decision to bring the

services back as well as to the litigation that followed.

IT SERVICES DELIVERY

The case study that opens this article is a story about

budgeting and governance. While the issue that brought

about the conflict was budget related, it ended up focus-

ing on factors associated with governing the IT function.

At the end of the day, the company reduced both the IT

budget and its staff, but the CIO would agree that his

scope of authority and organizational power substan-

tially increased. In short, the organization moved

toward viewing him as a fully invested member of the

senior management team — not just as a cost center.

We asked our respondents about how their organiza-

tions deliver and measure IT services. As Graph 6 illus-

trates, 62% of those surveyed this year agree or strongly

agree that senior IT managers believe the governance

process is effective. Furthermore, 57% believe that

senior management, such as the senior executive team

in our story at the beginning of this article, feel that the

governance process is effective. However, as service

delivery gets closer to the lines of business (LOBs), our

respondents think that those managers are less happy

with the governance structure. Only 49% believe that

LOB managers think the governance process is effec-

tive; 35% think LOB managers would say it is not effec-

tive (note: graph only shows agreement responses).

We have seen this pattern in Cutter’s other annual IT

budget surveys. The further down the organizational

hierarchy, the less managers view the governance

process as effective.

The evaluation of governance goes hand in hand with

the assessment of value delivery. Being able to govern

a lousy process does not create a better process. As

Graph 7 shows, nearly 80% of this year’s survey respon-

dents agree or strongly agree that senior IT leaders

believe that the IT department delivers value to the

organization, and 62% say that senior business leaders

feel this way, too. However, more than 40% either dis-

agree or have neutral feelings that line managers think

IT services add value (again, graph only shows agree-

ment responses). As we move further down the organi-

zation, the less satisfied IT customers are with delivery.

These results might lead us to ask exactly how IT adds

value to the organization. It may be that this value can

only be seen from the lofty perches of senior managers.

So we asked the respondents if IT services in their orga-

nizations is superior to that of their competitors. Turns

out that 35% said no and only 46% said yes. While these

might be good numbers for evaluating the job of the

US Congress, they are unsatisfactory for IT service deliv-

ery. We also asked respondents how they view service

delivery with respect to customer relationships com-

pared to others in their industry. Again, 35% believe

that IT does not deliver competitiveness in terms of their

customers while only 41% believe that it does. Finally,

we asked if IT services provide a competitive advantage

in terms of the products and services their organizations

deliver. Forty-six percent claim that IT does provide

their organization a competitive advantage; only 30%

disagree. (Graph 8 shows all the agreement responses

over the years.) Based on this survey, it would seem that

IT departments are doing a good job at managing the

production side of the organizational value chain but

need improvement on the customer relationship side.

In 1985, Michael Porter of the Harvard Business School

created a model to help us think about how a company

adds value to raw materials to create products and then

how further value is added as the finished goods are

sold and serviced.1 We have been using his value chain

model to analyze business value for decades. Porter’s

value chain consists of two parallel sets of processes:

the primary value chain and the secondary chain. The

primary chain represents where raw material comes

into an organization, where the organization manufac-

tures it into finished goods, and, finally, where it sells

and services those goods. The secondary chain contains

all the processes that support the primary chain (e.g.,

accounting, HR, and R&D). 

AN AC ADEMIC PERSPECTIVE
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Based on Cutter’s IT budget survey, it seems that the

IT department delivers better services to those parts of

the value chain associated with products than it does

with those associated with customers. The first part of

the value chain contains processes related to inbound

logistics, operations, and outbound logistics. These are

the parts of the chain that create the data often used in

the calculation of the unit cost of goods sold. In other

words, we have to do a good job in the front part of the

chain, so that we can adequately price our products to

sell for a profit. Consequently, we often see a great deal

of attention paid to information systems that support

these functions. The goal is to provide management

with the tools to drive down the cost of goods sold.

In a services industry, the same would apply to the

resources needed to delivery services. Customer data,

however, can be squishy and harder to convert to value.

This is the reason we are paying so much attention to

capturing and analyzing buyer behavior and informa-

tion gleaned from social media. 

The Wise Manager and Delivering IT Services

The wise manager will have a very clear picture of the

organization’s primary value chain. I recommend man-

agers put up a poster that maps out the value chain in

great detail, as well as all the associated IT systems that

support each step along the way. Be sure also to include

the systems that don’t seem to fit anywhere on the value

chain. Developing such a diagram is very instructive

and organizations can use it as a tool for developing

a new generation of business-conscious IT managers.

This tool also provides the foundation of a conversation

about budgets, outsourcing, and governance because

devoting money to systems not on the value chain begs

the question of their value-adding nature.

The wise manager spends time outside the IT organiza-

tion talking about the business with peers as well with

those managers closest to the products and customers.

Some IT managers focus much of their attention outside

the IT function at the top of the organization chart.

While this is worthwhile, it is also useful to gain an

understanding of the business down in the trenches.

Consider this case: An IT manager once boasted about

the savings a new supply chain system was delivering

to his company. Then his son took a summer internship

with the company and came home with horror stories

of process workarounds and outright data fabrication

happening on the loading docks, in warehouses, and

in product packaging. After analyzing the processes

involved, it was clear to the manager that the new sys-

tem had created substantial hurdles to getting work

done. The workers were misusing the system because

to do otherwise would cause them to fall behind their

work quotas. 

CONCLUSION

More and more, IT managers are looking for ways to

drive down the costs of IT service delivery. Organiza-

tions have been using the gains made in the past two

or three years in their IT budgets to improve hardware

platforms, consolidate software systems, and begin

short-term projects aimed at making and saving money.

The question floating about planning tables today

revolves around, “What systems must we own to obtain

value and what systems must we simply have access

to in order to obtain value?” The wise manager remem-

bers that it is not necessary to own something to get

value from it. This should be the driving notion for

IT budgets in the coming years.

ENDNOTE

1Porter, Michael E. Competitive Advantage. The Free Press, 1985.
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As we approach this ninth annual CBR IT budget sur-

vey discussion, it feels appropriate to step back a bit

and think about what we’ve learned over the years.

First, the data this year is consistent with the data col-

lected in previous years; there’s no real dramatic shift in

IT budget patterns. Second, and perhaps more impor-

tant, this pattern of continuity emphasizes many of the

points made in previous CBR IT budget issues.

The IT budget — more specifically, IT cost management

— forms the foundation for IT governance, which is the

way enterprises manage decisions about their IT activi-

ties. Over the past nine years of CBR’s annual IT budget

survey, co-contributor Dennis Adams and I have said

this consistently. Consequently, over the years we have

added appropriate questions about the patterns of IT

governance. Given that the IT budget represents deci-

sions on how companies spend their resources, the way

the enterprise makes those decisions is relevant.

This article divides my discussion into five sections: 

1. The pattern of the IT budget for 2014. The primary

observations in this section focus on continuity (things

haven’t changed much over nine years) and on dis-

persion (IT is not necessarily viewed as the central or

corporate IT organization, given such influences as

sourcing, the cloud, and do-it-yourself [DIY] IT).

2. The success or failure of IT to deliver value. IT’s

value is, of course, the overall objective and, for most

of the nine years of this annual survey, we have con-

sidered the relationship of budget and governance

patterns to IT’s success. The primary observations

here specifically center on whether the IT budget

focuses on the front or back office and how this

affects business unit managers’ perception of

IT value. 

3. The importance of the business unit perspective

versus the enterprise/corporate perspective. The

observations in this section center on the idea that

business units are where the enterprise engages

customers, delivers product/services, and achieves

bottom-line (or, in government cases, mission) impact

through IT.

4. The importance of good IT governance. The primary

observations here relate to a link between the effec-

tive use of governance and the delivery of value.

5. The use of IT governance processes. Governance has

many facets and the primary observations here relate

to how enterprises employ those facets and, conse-

quently, how governance processes affect IT’s value.

THE PATTERN OF THE IT BUDGET FOR 2014 

In the companion article of this issue of CBR, Cutter

Senior Consultant Dennis Adams has already examined

the overall IT budget direction, a slight increase over pre-

vious years. In this article, we will ponder two related

questions: What does the IT budget contain (are there

any surprises)? And, perhaps more to the point, how

much of the enterprise IT spend is in the IT budget?

In last year’s IT budget CBR, I noted that “enterprise IT

budgets vary widely in the inclusion of nontechnical

cost categories. This variability has not changed over

the eight years of the CBR survey.”1 As this comment

pointed out, examining this has been central to each

CBR issue on the IT budget over the years. This year

is no different. Graph 9 in the Survey Data section (see

page 26) illustrates examples of these essentially non-IT

items, shown over the nine years of the CBR IT budget

survey. This year, we see some slight increases in sev-

eral categories, including benefits and space. 

As we have noted in previous CBRs, the wide variabil-

ity of enterprise budget practices can make company-

to-company comparisons of IT spend suspect; that is,

company A may include all these factors, but company

B may not, so how does that skew the company A/B

comparisons? Probably significantly.

It is particularly noteworthy, however, that in 2012 we

started tracking business intelligence/analytics (e.g.,

big data) and cloud expenses. While the percentage of

enterprises that include these items in the IT budget

hasn’t changed much, it does surprise me that these

categories haven’t become a greater part of the IT bud-

get. As Graph 2 shows, well under half of this year’s
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survey respondents say these two areas are driving IT

budget increases. Yet, in recent years, not too many IT

topics have dominated the IT discussion more than

these have, so we might have expected to see a higher

degree of expenditures in these areas. 

Specifically, analytics have been a budget increase dri-

ver for only about a third of the responding enterprises.

Given the enormous attention paid to this subject mat-

ter these days, this is perhaps a surprise. Note, how-

ever, that mobility is on the rise in our survey; again,

given the turbulence in this area, not so surprising. 

In last year’s IT budget CBR, I observed that “for

most enterprises, the majority of enterprise IT costs

are outside the IT organization.” The pattern hasn’t

changed much for nine years. For only about 40% of

surveyed enterprises does the IT organization reflect

the majority of IT costs. 

Last year we explored the implications of this pattern

in depth. When we consider why enterprises don’t

view up-and-coming technologies such as analytics

and cloud as more significant budget drivers, we might

conclude that one reason may be that they view these

new factors outside the IT organization — perhaps in

business unit budgets, or innovation or marketing bud-

gets. My recent book Trust and Partnership: Strategic IT

Management for Turbulent Times, coauthered with Pieter

Ribbers and Cutter Fellow Ron Blitstein, covers this

extensively, noting that sourcers, cloud providers, and

DIY computing has some dominance in the pattern of

enterprise IT activities.2 I certainly see this among my

consulting clients. 

Observation

In summary, previous points regarding the IT budget

over the years of this survey still hold true: (1) the over-

all pattern of expense items included in the IT budget

and (2) the pattern of coverage in the IT organization

(whether or not it represents 100% of the enterprise IT

spend) has changed little this year compared to the

past. This may reflect that the real innovations such as

business analysis and cloud technologies are occurring

outside the IT organization — and, by implication,

outside the governance processes the IT organization

employs. 

Implications for the IT Organization

We have expressed concern in the past for these pat-

terns, both in terms of the reliability of company-to-

company comparisons (some include these expense

categories; others do not) and, more importantly, the

implications for the role of the IT organization and IT

governance when, as the data shows, most IT expense is

outside the IT budget. Again, this pattern is consistent

with current practice and with what I have observed

among clients in the US, Mexico, and Europe. At some

point (which I believe is now), this has real implications

for the role the IT organization expects to play, and the

success of IT in the enterprise. 

THE SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF IT TO DELIVER VALUE 

Since the 2008 IT budget issue of CBR, we have

explored the degree to which enterprise managers

believe their IT delivers value. Back then, we noted

that 68% do, and that business unit managers fall

slightly behind corporate managers and IT managers

in expecting value from IT.3 This year is no different.

Graph 7 shows the data with both aspects: 65% of this

year’s respondents agree that managers, in general,

believe IT delivers value, with business unit managers

trailing the other two.

The survey also explores the components of IT value.

Graph 8 shows how well enterprises use IT to improve

performance against competitors. Nearly half of this

year’s respondents agree with the statements that (1)

their use of IT is superior to competitors, (2) their use of

IT gives competitive advantage with customers, and (3)

their use of IT gives them competitive advantage with

their products and services. Across the years of this

annual survey, there really has been no change here.

Clearly, when 50% of managers agree with the state-

ments about their use of IT, then 50% don’t agree (or

are neutral).

I believe that IT’s real value comes from its impact on

the business units, because this is where products and

services are produced, where competitive strategies

are effective, and where customers are. Thus, last year

we started asking whether IT primarily focuses on the

“back office” — meaning the business functions dealing

with the internal enterprise and not customers — or the

“front office” where the customers are. This year, only

30% of respondents agree that their IT primarily focuses

on the front office, while 43% say that the back office is

the focus; 27% report that both areas receive about the

same attention (see Graph 10).
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Figure 1 illustrates the likely consequence on business

unit managers’ perspectives regarding the delivery of

IT value. Here, we are looking only at medium to large

organizations (“small” describes IT organizations with

19 or fewer IT professionals) from this year’s respon-

dents. For this sample of data, the size of the organi-

zation makes a difference in whether business unit

managers believe IT delivers value. The “front office”

is more typically in the business units rather than

corporate organization. 

Observation

My client experience over the years supports this result:

the traditional role of IT has grown out of the back office

and, for many enterprises, remains so. This may explain

some of the large amount of IT spend obtained from

outside the IT organization (as discussed earlier in this

article), as business units find other ways to meet their

needs. This also possibly explains why business unit

managers are less enthusiastic about the value IT deliv-

ers compared to what corporate and IT managers think.

Main observation: IT organizations are more likely to

focus on corporate, and pay less attention to business

units. This reduces the opportunity to make a real

difference in the business units.

Implications for IT Organizations

This all matters. While technology turbulence (e.g.,

increasing cloud usage, DIY IT, new technologies)

certainly is exciting and promising, IT with an internal

focus appears to be less likely to be helpful to the enter-

prise in leveraging opportunities. From my perspective,

it is difficult for an IT organization that does not pay

close attention to business units and their customers

to be a major factor in transforming business through

technology. This begs an important question involving

the mission of the IT organization. Without an appro-

priate customer/product/service focus, the barriers are

high for truly leveraging technology on behalf of busi-

ness units and competitiveness.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE
VS. THE ENTERPRISE/CORPORATE PERSPECTIVE 

The observations and implications from the last section

lead to several related questions about the role of IT

and its relationship to the business units. The core issue:

is IT organized to provide emphasis on business units,

or is it organized to focus on the back office with a “one

size fits all” view of supporting business units versus

corporate activities? Based on the discussion thus far,

my view is that to make a real value contribution to the

enterprise, business units need to be a major IT focus.

In this section, we examine the issue, comparing corpo-

rate IT organizations with business unit–focused struc-

tures, where IT budgets are typically decided at the

business unit level. The former illustrates IT as a func-

tional group that provides services to the overall enter-

prise. We might consider the latter as corporate- or

business unit–based; regardless, it illustrates a model

where IT provides its services as a service unit, charg-

ing for its services. My hypotheses (and observations

from client experience) is that management perceives

business unit–focused IT organizations as better in

delivering value. This is because business managers

often have a more direct perspective on services actu-

ally consumed, and the cost thereof, versus an enter-

prise that views IT as a one-size-fits-all corporate

structure.

Overall, this year’s survey supports the hypothesis that

business unit–focused IT organizations do better. Figure

2 shows that the IT organizations with a business unit

focus garner a higher level of agreement by business

unit managers that IT delivers value to the bottom line. 
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Focus Area
Disagree

to Neutral Agree

Front-Office Focus

Back-Office 
(or Equal) Focus

Does IT Deliver Value?

27% 73%

53% 46%

Figure 1 — IT focus on front office vs. back office
(medium to large organizations).

Bottom-Line
Value

None to 

Moderate 

Value

High

Value

Corporate Focus

Business Unit Focus

Does IT Deliver Value?

64% 36%

55% 44%

Figure 2 — Bottom-line value: corporate focus vs. 
business unit focus (all respondents).
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We wondered whether the size of the IT organization

would affect these results. Perhaps more corporate-

focused IT organizations are on the small side com-

pared to the business unit–focused organizations.

Figure 3 shows a more pronounced difference in this

year’s survey results for IT organizations when we

remove small organizations from the sample. It appears

that business management at more than half of the

medium to large business unit–focused organizations

perceives its IT organizations to deliver value. 

The CIO Role

We asked about the role of the CIO in the enterprise.

We wondered whether the CIO’s role makes a difference

in how the CIO is perceived by business unit managers.

We focused on two types of CIO roles: those who focus

primarily on development and delivery of IT services

and those who focus primarily on planning the use of

information and IT in the business. 

Figure 4 shows some differences between organizations

for which the CIO focuses on service delivery compared

to those organizations where the CIO focuses on the use

of information/IT in the business. While this CIO role

question does not specifically relate to the previous dis-

cussion of IT organization focus (see Figures 2 and 3),

the idea that the CIO has a role to play in finding com-

petitively significant opportunities, which may primar-

ily occur in the business units, is a factor.

Observation

IT organizations and CIOs can consider their best role

as that of delivering IT value. While functional areas

such as finance, HR, and other back-office activities are

important, particularly in terms of cost efficiency, the

opportunity to leverage IT in relationships with cus-

tomers, products, and services may be more important

to the enterprise and to the overall support of the IT

organization. In some ways, this may require a “pivot”

move away from internal corporate/back office to the

business units/front office. 

Certainly, the data presented here may oversimplify

these issues because the distinction between areas of the

company and the leverage IT offers for competitive and

cost purposes may be less distinct than we present.

Nevertheless, this has been a consistent finding across

the nine years of Cutter’s IT budget survey — and

deserves attention.

Implications for IT Organizations

My client experience is clear: most IT organizations

do not demonstrate a strong commitment to the 

front-office, business unit, competitive use of informa-

tion. They typically believe themselves to be in the IT

service delivery business, managing infrastructure

and enterprise-wide application portfolios, which cer-

tainly has merit. However, this may limit the ability

of IT to leverage technology in customer-facing and

product/service perspectives. In terms of making a

difference to the overall enterprise performance, some

adjustments in this view may be appropriate. 

Budget Structure and Cost Transparency

An important characteristic of the IT organization is its

budget structure. Since Cutter’s first IT budget survey

back in 2006, we have looked at the way in which IT

organizations distribute cost — and, by extension, how

transparent IT costs are to the business unit managers.

Our philosophy here is characterized by the typical

business unit manager view, often expressed as “If I

cannot see my IT costs, or control them, IT becomes

much less important a factor in how I manage my busi-

ness.” (As an aside, this may also explain why enter-

prises obtain so much IT outside of the IT organization.)
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Bottom-Line
Value

None to 

Moderate 

Agreement

High

Agreement

Corporate Focus

Business Unit Focus

Does IT Deliver Value?

75% 25%

43% 57%

Figure 3 — Bottom-line value: corporate focus vs. 
business unit focus (medium to large organizations).

CIO Role

None to 

Moderate 

Agreement

High

Agreement

Service Focus

Use of IT Focus

Does IT Deliver Value?

54% 46%

33% 67%

Figure 4 — CIO role compared with business unit managers’
agreement on IT’s value (medium to large organizations).



Graph 11 shows the IT budget structure over nine

years. We define the bottom two categories, allocation

and overhead, as an end-of-year cost allocation with

little or no transparency. The remaining descriptions

(profit center, partially charged out, break-even center)

provide more immediate transparency in the sense of

costs to the business units. To view these results more

clearly, Graph 12 breaks them down across the two

main categories: allocation versus cost distribution.

This difference matters in terms of how business unit

managers perceive IT’s value. Figure 5 shows that

transparency, in the form of how enterprises structure

the IT budget, makes a difference in how business unit

managers perceive the value of IT delivered to them.

Those for whom costs are transparent (i.e., offering

them the ability to manage their IT exposures) believe

they are receiving IT value.

We also focused on the kind of cost information that

business managers receive about IT. Graph 13 shows

what business unit managers see about their IT costs.

By categorizing business unit project and service costs

as transparent along with the “all details” category,

Figure 6 shows whether this degree of transparency

matters.

Just as Figure 5 shows that business unit managers with

cost transparency via budget structure believe in IT’s

value, Figure 6 shows the same pattern — that trans-

parency makes a difference in the belief business unit

managers have about IT’s delivery of value.

Observation

As I have often stated in various Cutter publications,

“If you don’t know cost, you don’t know anything.”

The data in Figures 5 and 6 show why this is true: it is

important that IT organizations are transparent with

their users, in general, and with business unit man-

agers, in particular. Cost represents decisions about IT

and reflects how well the IT organization matches its

activities to business requirements. If business unit

managers don’t know cost (e.g., with budget and cost

transparency), they are limited in their ability to man-

age their IT and, consequently, in their views of IT’s

value to them.

Implications for IT Organizations

Throughout the nine-year history of CBR’s IT budget

survey, I have made it a point to emphasize the impor-

tance of IT financial management and the IT budget

process.4 This whole area really matters. This is an area

where IT organizations should spend time and energy

reviewing, along with considering whether their budget

structure and cost transparency practices are consistent

with their objectives for delivering IT to the enterprise

and, in turn, creating value. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF GOOD IT GOVERNANCE

IT budgeting processes form a critical part of IT gover-

nance, determining where and for whom enterprises

should spend their IT resources. Whether business

management believes it works well may have some

influence on whether IT delivers value. Governance is

also a prime way for building relationships and part-

nerships between business and IT. By using governance

activities creatively (e.g., steering committees, portfolio

management, IT budgeting, operational task forces),

enterprises can nurture clear communication, trans-

parency, and the development of common goals.

Graph 6 shows this year’s survey results to the follow-

ing question: does each manager group believe that IT

governance works? As is the case with the IT value

question, IT managers are the most positive, with 62%

of respondents agreeing with the statement. Business
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Transparency
in IT Budget

Disagree
to Neutral Agree

Transparent
(Cost Distribution)

Not Transparent
(Cost Allocation)

Does IT Deliver Value?

18% 82%

47% 53%

Figure 5 — Cost transparency via budget structure and IT value
(medium to large organizations).

Transparency
in IT Costs

Disagree
to Neutral Agree

Transparent BU/
All Details of Costs

Not Transparent

Does IT Deliver Value?

22% 78%

52% 47%

Figure 6 — Cost transparency via cost details and IT value 
(medium to large organizations).
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unit managers are less likely to agree, with only about

half agreeing. Notably, the data has changed little over

the nine years. These results — which focus on all

respondents; that is, are not limited to business unit

managers only — align with the general agreement

results on whether IT delivers value (see Graph 7).

Figure 7 shows a considerable difference regarding

value perception between organizations that believe IT

governance works compared to those that say it does

not work. The data shows that far more managers who

believe IT governance works also believe IT delivers

value, compared to the managers who do not believe

IT governance works, or are neutral.

Let’s consider the IT value versus governance questions

a bit differently by focusing on business unit executives.

As Figure 8 illustrates, there is a more dramatic rela-

tionship between governance and value from the busi-

ness unit perspective: the percentage of business units

managers who believe IT governance works, and that

IT delivers value, is quite different from those who do

not agree. 

Observation

It may not be surprising to see a strong linkage between

the idea that IT governance works and that IT delivers

value. Governance brings with it transparency and

engagement and offers business unit managers the

opportunity to better manage the IT they employ.

Indeed, the notion that IT governance “works” may

mean, to business managers, that IT delivers value.

Nonetheless, the connection is clear.

Implications for IT Organizations

It is surprising to see IT organizations that do not

employ strong IT governance, yet this practice appears

to be very common. There has been a lot of attention

paid to governance,5 but a lot of work remains. This is

particularly strategic for IT organizations, especially

in these times of turbulence and change. The pattern

of expenses outside the IT organization speaks about

the vulnerability of IT organizations, perhaps losing rel-

evance as business units do for themselves what they

require (e.g., cloud, sourcing, DIY IT). Like financial

management, governance really does matter.

THE USE OF IT GOVERNANCE PROCESSES 

Given our attention to governance in general, above,

we have since 2009 extended the discussion to explore

what exactly we mean by “governance” and the

practices that go along with it. Consequently, we have

been interested in which IT governance processes enter-

prises use and which appear to be effective. 

Graph 14 shows the percentage of organizations that

use IT governance tools at a high or very high level. In

general, the results through the years have remained

fairly consistent, with most organizations reporting

around 40% for most tools, although the responses in

2014 seem to have declined a bit. To learn more about

the data in Graph 14, we separated the responses into

two groups: the most commonly used and the least

commonly used IT governance practices (see Figure 9).

There appears to be a correlation between the actual

use of IT governance practices and the belief that IT

delivers value.

Observation

IT governance is good practice in building business

management’s confidence that IT delivers value.

Governance, as remarked above, brings with it engage-

ment, transparency, and better relationships across the

silos of IT and business. Not every governance practice

is required, although I strongly believe in the value

of IT financial management and budgets as critical 
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Business/IT
Governance Works

Disagree
to Neutral Agree

Neutral or
Does Not Work

Works

Does IT Deliver Value?

64% 36%

23% 77%

Figure 7 — Effective governance vs. IT value (all respondents).

Business/IT
Governance Works

Disagree
to Neutral Agree

Neutral or
Does Not Work

Works

Does IT Deliver Value?

72% 28%

17% 83%

Figure 8 — Effective governance vs. IT value 
(business unit managers only).



components. (Remember: if we don’t know cost, we
don’t know anything.) And the data suggests this
matters!

Implications for IT Organizations

Reviewing the status of your governance practices is
a good thing to do. Determining where to strengthen
practice, or to give additional emphasis, will make a
difference.

CONCLUSION

So does IT budget/IT financial management matter? As
pointed out in my title and through the survey: it cer-
tainly does. In the opening of his article, Dennis gives
a very nice case example in agreement as well.

IT financial management is the core of IT governance,
as it represents the consequences of all IT governance

practices, ranging from planning architecture to project
portfolios. This is because all these practices ultimately
answer the questions: where should we spend our IT
resources, and are we getting proper value from those
expenditures and investments? 

My experience with clients is clear: enterprises that do
better at the underlying practices really do better in both
their relationships with the business (especially business
units) and in producing real business value. It may seem
strange that we continue to wrestle with these topics,
nine years into CBR’s IT budget series and, more to the
point, 60 years after the introduction of computers to
management and business processes. But wrestle we do,
and we encourage IT organizations to self-examine how
they are doing and take appropriate action to remedy
any shortcomings and gaps. IT does matter!
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Application of
Goverance
Practices

Disagree
to Neutral Agree

Least Commonly
Used Practices
Most Commonly
Used Practices

Does IT Deliver Value?

62% 37%

26% 74%

Least common: project portfolio management, enterprise 
architecture,and lifecycle management
Most common: strategic IT planning, PMO, business case  

Figure 9 — Using IT governance practices vs. IT value.
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We’re getting quite close to the end of the year, so it’s a

good time to reflect and resolve. Let me first begin with

some quick reflection and take this opportunity (albeit

an issue earlier than usual) to acknowledge and thank

some of the people that make CBR possible:

First, I want to thank every professional who took the

time out of a busy day to take one of the CBR surveys.

Without you, there is no data, no analysis, no CBR.

Second, I’d like to acknowledge the work of this year’s

CBR contributing authors: Dennis Adams and Jim Love

(the IT trends issue); Claude Baudoin, Giancarlo Succi,

and Ramesh Ranganathan (the API program manage-

ment issue); Dennis Adams (again) and Bob Benson

(for this issue); and, finally, Claude Baudoin (again),

Matt Ganis, Rob Gleasure, and Simon Woodworth,

who will wrap up the year of 2014 data with an issue

on the Internet of Things, to be released shortly.

Without you, there is no insight, no connecting the

dots, no revealing of the patterns.

Third, I want to thank Managing Editor Cindy Swain,

Production/Editorial Manager Linda Dias, Managing

Editor Jennifer Flaxman, Production Editor Tara Meads,

Cutter Consortium President and CEO Karen Coburn,

and VP Anne Mullaney for their continual devotion

to improving CBR and Cutter’s other publications.

Without you, there is no product, no system, and

no way to reach our audience.

Finally, thank you, our readers, who give meaning

and value to each issue. Without you, there is no

worth, only words.

So now for the resolutions. 

First, take another look at the thank-you list above: our

respondents (the sources of the data), our authors (the

analysts of the data), our production/editorial team

(the processors of the analysis), and our readers (the

users of the product). In even this simple chain, some-

thing is quite clear to me. Technology may become

commoditized (in fact, in this chain it’s largely

unstated), but information and value are central. 

So that is the first resolution I would encourage organi-

zations to make for 2015: recognize the importance of

clearly defined value chains and do whatever you need

to do to envision your critical path — one focused on

value and information — so that you can position IT on

that path and use it to move along. No destination, no

path, and IT will not just become a commodity, it will

become a hindrance.

Second, and this is nothing against Carr or his signifi-

cant insights, but please don’t be boring. Recently I was

watching a history of the video game industry and was

blown away at how its origins and endpoint — only a

few decades apart — were utterly unrecognizable to

each other. Business/IT is changing just as fast. Just

look at the topics of the other issues of CBR this year:

APIs are transforming the whole Internet into an oper-

ating system, and embedded and distributed systems

are turning the whole world into the Internet.  

Do you see where this is going? We can be foolish or

wise, conservative or radical, but we don’t need to be

boring.

ACTION POINTS

17

From the Editor, Joseph Feller 

Resolution for 2015: Find Your Path
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IT Budget for 2014

SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

This survey, our ninth annual IT budgeting survey, examines general and specific aspects of IT budgeting in 37 organizations, 51% of which

are headquartered in North America; of the remainder, 24% are headquartered in Asia/Australia/Pacific, 14% in South America, 5% in

Europe, and 5% in Middle East/Africa. Twenty-two percent of responding organizations have annual revenues of more than US $10 billion,

24% have annual revenues between $1 billion and $10 billion, 24% have annual revenues between $100 million and $1 billion, 19% have

annual revenues between $10 million and $100 million, and 11% have annual revenues less than $10 million. Annual IT budgets range

from less than $500,000 (19%) to more than $100 million (11%). Nineteen percent of responding organizations have more than 50,000

employees, 14% have between 10,000 and 50,000 employees, 38% have between 1,000 and 10,000 employees, 22% have between 100

and 1,000 employees, with the remainder having 100 or fewer employees. The number of IT professionals in responding organizations

ranges from less than 20 (27%) to more than 1,000 (19%), with 30% having between 20 and 100 IT professionals and 24% between

100 and 1,000.

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION • For authorized use, contact 

Cutter Consortium: +1 781 648 8700 • service@cutter.com
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Graph 1 — Are IT budgets increasing or decreasing? 
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Graph 2 — For areas of increased spending, what is driving the change?
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Graph 3 — For areas of decreased spending, what is driving the change?
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Graph 4 — What are the most important management initiatives taken to reduce IT costs? 
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Graph 5 — What percentage of the total IT budget is being spent on outsourcing (this year’s survey respondents only)?
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Graph 6 — Respondents who agree or strongly agree that managers believe IT governance is effective in their organization.
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Graph 7 — Respondents who agree or strongly agree that managers believe IT delivers value to their organization.
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Graph 8 — Respondents who agree or strongly agree about IT compared to the competition with each of the following statements.
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Graph 9 — What’s included in the central IT organization’s budget? (Note: we added cloud and business intelligence/business analytics 
as categories in 2012; hence, no data for these two categories prior to 2012.)
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Graph 10 — Given that “IT” consists of people, hardware, software, and partners (e.g., sourcers),
which of these three statements is true for you?
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Graph 12 — Is your IT budget structure some form of allocation or some form of distribution?
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Graph 14 — To what extent is each of the following processes currently used in your organization at a high or very high level?
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